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FINAL STATE OF MONTANA’S RESPONSE TO PUBLIC COMMENTS ON THE 
“Draft Upper Clark Fork River Basin Trustee Restoration Council Long Range Restoration 

Priorities and Fund Allocation Guidance Plan, dated 8-29-11” 
 

Section I. Introduction 
 
At its August 29, 2011 meeting, the UCFRB Trustee Restoration Council (TRC) approved submittal of 
the “Upper Clark Fork River Basin Trustee Restoration Council Long Range Restoration Priorities and 
Fund Allocation Guidance Plan, dated 8-29-11, for public comment.  The Natural Resource Damage 
Program (NDRP) advertised the release of this document, hereafter referred to as the “Draft TRC 
Proposal” for public comment in area newspapers in the Upper Clark Fork River Basin (UCFRB) and 
posted it on the NRDP website. 
 
A total of 66 entities or individuals submitted formal comments during the public comment period, 
which ended on October 11, 2011.  Of those 66 comment letters: 
 
 50 indicated overall support of the Draft TRC Proposal; 

 
 12 suggested one or more changes to the Draft TRC Proposal; and 

 
 4 commented on a certain element(s) of the Draft TRC Proposal, without any suggested 

changes to or position on the Draft TRC Proposal indicated. 
 

On November 8, 2011, the TRC met to consider these comments and proposed changes to the Draft 
TRC Proposal based on them.  The TRC approved a revised, “Proposed Final TRC Proposal”1 for 
consideration and approval by the Governor.  In December 2011, Governor Schweitzer approved the 
TRC’s 11-8-11 Proposed Final Proposal. 
 
This document provides the State’s final response to comments on the 8-29-11 Draft TRC Proposal 
based on the Governor’s approval of the TRC’s 11-8-11 Proposed Final Proposal.  Attachment 1 
contains a list of commenters.  Appendix 1 contains a copy of the public comment letters received. 
 
The 11-8-11 Proposed Final TRC Proposal approved by the Governor, as well as the 8-29-11 Draft 
TRC Proposal, were based, in large part, on the 12-15-10 “Resolution by the UCFRB Remediation and 
Restoration 2010 Advisory Council for Adoption of a Long Range Restoration Priorities and Fund 
Allocation Guidance Plan.”  This December 2010 consensus proposal from the Advisory Council 
resulted from consideration of public comment on an earlier draft version adopted by Advisory 
Council in September 2010.  In December 2010, the NRDP prepared and distributed a draft response 
document to public comments on this September 2010 draft for the Advisory Council’s consideration 
at their 12-15-10 meeting.  The NRDP did not, however, finalize this draft response document2 given 
the decision by the TRC at its 8-29-11 meeting to revise the Advisory Council Proposal and solicit 
additional public comment on that revised document, the Draft TRC Proposal. 

                                                 
1 Upper Clark Fork River Basin Trustee Restoration Council Long Range Restoration Priorities and Fund Allocation 
Guidance Plan, Proposed Final for Consideration of the Governor, dated 11-8-11. 
 
2 Draft State of Montana Response to Public Comments on the “Resolution by the UCFRB 2010 Advisory Council for 
Adoption of a Long Range Restoration Priorities and Fund Allocation Guidance Plan,” dated Dec. 14, 2010.  This 
document is available from the NRDP upon request. 
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Section II.  Summary Breakdown of Specific Comments on Each Section of Draft 
TRC Proposal and Responses to These Comments 
 
Following is summary of the specific comments on each section of the Draft TRC Proposal and final 
responses to those comments that requested a change.  No responses were needed for the comments 
that indicated support for a particular section. 
 
Preface – 2 comments 
 
 Two comments recommended reinstatement of the recitals/resolutions that were in the AC 

Proposal (7A, 16B). 
 
Response:  The TRC did not deliberate se recitals/resolutions, which are reflective of the Advisory 
Council’s deliberations and agreements.  Like other portions of the AC Proposal that were of a 
background nature, they were deleted from the Draft TRC Proposal.  An explanatory footnote was 
added to title of the 11-8-11 Proposed Final TRC Proposal to recognize that this document is, in 
large part, based on the AC Proposal, which will remain available as part of the public record 
associated with the development of a Long Range Guidance Plan. 

 
UCFRB Restoration Priorities and Fund Allocations – 5 comments 
 
 Five comments noted specific support for proposed fund allocations (7B, 9A, 19C, 65A/15B).3  

Two of these comments specifically indicated support for the consideration of past 
expenditures in determining future allocations, noting that aquatic resources have not received 
adequate funding in the past due to litigation restrictions (7B, 9A). 

 
Groundwater restoration funding process – 3 comments 
 
 Two comments noted specific support for the proposed set-aside and process for Butte-Silver 

Bow and Anaconda-Deer Lodge County water system projects (14C, 19B). 
 
 One comment noted specific support for the TRC’s clarifications regarding the groundwater 

funding process (64E). 
 

Aquatic and terrestrial restoration funding process section – 51 comments 
 
 Forty-four comments noted support for the TRC’s changes to this section (20-63). 

 
 Two comments noted support for $8 million set-aside and funding mechanism for completion 

of the Silver Bow Creek Greenway project (6, 64B). 
 

                                                 
3 In its comment letter (15B), the Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes (Tribes) incorporated by reference and indicated 
concurrence with the comments provided by the UCFRB Remediation and Restoration Advisory Council (65).  This 
concurrence is reflected herein by citing these letters jointly.  The Tribes also provided comments in addition to those of the 
Advisory Council that are separately identified herein. 
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 One comment noted specific support for the proposed 15% reserve for aquatic/terrestrial 
resources (13C). 
 

 Two comments requested clarification regarding the TRC’s deletion of the reference to the 
Milltown Dam site in this section (65A/15B). 

 
Response:  The TRC revised the wording in the last sentence of the second paragraph of this 
section to clarify that the Milltown Dam injured resource area at, near and above the confluence 
of the Blackfoot River and Clark Fork River is a priority area eligible for priority aquatic and 
terrestrial funds.  In addition, the TRC’s revisions clarified that all of the aquatic and terrestrial 
injured resource areas for which the State made restoration claims are to be considered priority 
areas by striking the phrase, “the mainstem Silver Bow Creek and Upper Clark Fork River 
injured,” in this sentence and inserting “all of the” in its place. 

 
 One comment indicated concurrence with the Silver Bow Creek Greenway funding proposal, if 

the understanding is correct that the UCFRB Restoration Fund would be reimbursed for up to 
$8 million in Greenway project expenditures from the leftover SSTOU remediation funds, if 
and when those leftover funds become available (65B/15B). 

 
Response:  This comment reflected the correct understanding of this “payback” provision in 
the Draft TRC Proposal and no additional clarifying language was deemed necessary. 

 
 One comment advocated projects that enhance flows (1). 
 

Response:  The aquatic prioritization document was approved coincident with approval of  
11-8-11 Proposed Final TRC Proposal.  Such projects in priority areas would be eligible for 
priority aquatic funds pursuant to that document. 
 

 One comment expressed concern about premature use of restoration funds in areas that have 
not been remediated and advocated that only projects that coordinate with remedy be eligible 
for funding in those areas (2C). 

 
Response:  This concern of premature use of restoration funds is adequately addressed under 
the “Results of Response Actions” and “Cost Effectiveness” NRD legal criteria that must be 
evaluated for all funding proposals.  This criteria will be identified in the subsequent process 
plan and detailed restoration plans.  Thus no changes were made to the Draft TRC Proposal as a 
result of this comment. 

 
Funding recreational projects – 10 comment letters 
 
 One comment noted specific support for the TRC’s revisions to this section that give greater 

flexibility to eligible recreation projects, noting that the claim for lost recreational opportunities 
was a major part of the lawsuit (64F). 

 
 Eight comments requested that recreational projects be required to offer natural resource 

benefits as proposed in AC Proposal (2D, 4D, 7C, 9B, 13E, 17B, and 65C/15B).  Reasons 
offered for this proposed change included: that funding projects strictly with recreational 
benefits can diminish the state’s ability to restore natural resources (7C); that carefully 
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developed resource restoration projects will provide secondary recreational benefits (65C/15B); 
and that it seems reasonable and wise to favor recreation projects that also offer resource 
benefits given limited funding and substantial uncertainty regarding restoration needs (9B, 
17B).  One of these comments noted specific support for limiting recreation projects to injured 
areas or priority sites identified in State’s resource priority plans (7C); another noted the need 
for guidance on the type of recreational projects eligible for funding and priorities for 
recreational benefits (2D). 
 
Response:  In light of these comments, the TRC, in its 11-8-11 Proposed Final TRC Proposal, 
reinstated the more restrictive language, with some clarification, of the AC Proposal that would 
require eligible recreational projects to derive resource benefits.  This change was made in 
recognition of the priority for natural resource restoration and limited funding.  The TRC does 
not believe having this additional restriction is too limiting, because most of the recreation 
projects eligible for NRD funding are likely to derive resource benefits since the lost 
recreational service claim was focused on natural-resource based recreational services. 
 

The NRDP has produced guidance4 that describes types of eligible recreational projects.  
This guidance will be referenced in the sections of the forthcoming process and restoration 
plans that address recreational projects. 

 
 One comment recommended that recreational projects be secondary to restoration needs by 

assuring restoration needs are met first before spending significant funding on recreation 
projects (5C). 

 
Response:  Requiring recreational projects to derive both recreational and resource benefits as 
indicated in above response will help keep recreational projects secondary to resource projects.  
Through FY11, $9.8 million, or 7.5% of the total restoration funding approved, was for 
recreational projects (see Table E in Attachment C of 11-8-11 Proposed Final TRC Proposal), 
and most of those projects provided some resource benefits.  Future restrictions could be 
considered should this trend change. 
 

Funding educational projects – 5 comment letters 
 
 Three comments noted specific support for TRC’s Proposal on the Clark Fork Watershed 

Education Program (CFWEP) funding process/timeline (2B, 11, 64D). 
 
 One comment suggested that future education funding be evaluated after five years to 

encourage CFWEP’s goal of becoming self-sustaining and assure that funds allocated to 
education do not take away from critical restoration needs (65D/15B). 

 
Response:  The evaluation of CFWEP’s milestones and progress towards a self-sustaining 
program, which occurs currently on an annual basis, will now occur as part of the TRC’s 
consideration of the CFWEP’s budget on a biennial basis.  Budget adjustments can take such 
progress reports into consideration.  Through FY11, $913,264, or 0.7% of the total restoration 
funding approved for all projects, was dedicated to educational projects (see Table D in 
Attachment C of the 11-8-11 Proposed Final TRC Proposal). 

                                                 
4 http://doj.mt.gov/wp-content/uploads/2011/06/guidancerecreationalprojects.pdf 
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SSTOU Remediation Fund Remainders – 61 comment letters 
 
 Forty-nine comments indicated support for the TRC’s proposal to limit leftover funds for work 

in areas in or above the Lost Creek drainage (10B, 12B, 14B, 19C, 20-63, 64A/C).  An 
additional comment clarified Butte’s preference for the Lost Creek boundary as proposed in the 
TRC Draft Proposal (#66).  Reasons offered for this support included: 

 
 that the major contaminant sources and impacts occurred in these upstream areas and a 

greater allocation to upstream areas will improve the success of downstream projects 
(10B). 

 
 that substantial funding is needed for upstream areas due to inadequate “waste in place” 

remedy decisions at upstream sites, such as the Parrot tailings site (12B). 
 
 that these upstream areas are where the majority and most severe natural resource 

injuries occurred and should be the focal point of restoration investments (64A/C). 
 

 Ten comments recommended changes to the SSTOU leftover provision, with three different 
types of proposals offered: AC Proposal approach; a funding boundary limit of Garrison or 
Deer Lodge; or a reserve fund. 

 
 Four comments suggested reinstating the AC’s proposal that the leftovers be used as a 

reserve fund for restoration of injured areas (5B, 15C, 17C, 65E).  Reasons offered for 
this preference included: 

 
- that the AC Proposal offered a good compromise of targeting the Butte and 

Anaconda injured areas, but allowing funding in the upper Clark Fork/Deer Lodge 
injured areas if other available resources were exhausted (5B, 17C); 

 
- that the AC Proposal was a reasonable and balanced approach whereas the Lost 

Creek boundary excluded important priority areas, such as the Upper Clark Fork 
where remediation and restoration is just beginning, and lacked scientific and legal 
justification (15C); and 

 
- that the AC Proposal was a balanced compromise resulting from substantial public 

debate and consideration, and that geographic boundaries for future use of funds 
should not be so limited given the difficulty in predicting where there might be 
unfunded restoration needs (65E). 

 
 Four comments recommended changes to change boundary of funding eligibility to 

include areas upstream of Garrison (3B, 4C, 8, 13D).  Reasons offered for this 
preference included: 

 
- that funding was needed for worthwhile restoration and recreational projects on/near 

the 21 miles of the Clark Fork River mainstem in Powell County (3B); 
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- that allocating these funds at/above Lost Creek drainage did not take into 
consideration the substantial mining contamination that remains on the Clark Fork 
River from Warm Springs to Garrison and the great potential that remains in 
improving the mainstem of the River and inappropriately excludes the Deer Lodge 
area (4C, 13D); and 
 

- that the Deer Lodge area has a lot of contamination and has not yet received much 
funding and a Garrison cut-off is more consistent with the lawsuit (8). 

 
 One comment recommended two preferred alternatives to the Lost Creek cut-off, which 

the comment characterizes as arbitrary, inconsistent with NRD litigation, and 
unnecessarily limiting (9C): 1) keep the leftovers in reserve until remediation is 
complete in the Upper Basin to give the State a better idea where restoration could most 
effectively enhance remediation; or 2) if a boundary must be drawn, it would be better 
to make it above Garrison or Deer Lodge to ensure all “hard-hit” areas are eligible for 
funding. 

 
 One comment expressed opposition to the Lost Creek boundary as arbitrary and not 

based on restoration priorities or a detailed restoration plan and recommended an 
alternative that the leftovers be used as a reserve until restoration work is done at 
priority sites and then made available where contingency funds are needed to complete 
actual restoration work (7D). 

 
 One comment noted an expectation that the “State of MT will continue to faithfully 

perform the requirements of the CD and transfer all unexpended SSTOU funds into the 
Upper Clark Fork River Basin Restoration Fund.”  (15C) 

 
Response:  After considering the substantial public input and debate on this section, as well as 
other approaches proposed by staff in 2008/09 and the Advisory Council in 2010, the TRC 
agreed with those who commented that the SSTOU leftover funds should be focused on the 
Upper Clark Fork River drainage at and above Deer Lodge with Cottonwood Creek being the 
northern boundary.  This revised funding boundary is consistent with the findings of the NRD 
assessment upon which the lawsuit was based that the natural resource injuries were 
concentrated in the upper part of the Basin. 
 

This decision on how to utilize the leftover SSTOU funds is consistent with the law and 
the governing consent decree (CD), which do not preclude the State from making a policy 
decision as where certain future restoration funding should be concentrated, provided that it is 
not arbitrary or capricious.  This decision is not arbitrary or capricious given that the decision is 
to concentrate these funds in the most heavily injured areas; in fact, the decision makes a good 
deal of sense.  At the appropriate time, these SSTOU funds would be transferred into the 
UCFRB Restoration Fund, as provided in the CD, and then they would be utilized, as provided 
above and in the 11-8-11 Proposed Final TRC Proposal. 
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Time Frame – 9 comment letters 
 
 Four comments noted support for the proposed early restoration proposal process in 2012 (4B, 

10C, 13B, 64G).  Some of these comments also noted the importance of and indicate support 
for the proposed timeframe for developing the detailed restoration plans that will guide the 
post-2012 funding process (4B, 10C, 13B). 

 
 Five comments advocated public involvement in the 2012 early restoration proposal process 

and in future restoration planning, to include participation of interest groups (4B, 5D, 13B, 
17D, 18B).  Two of these comments requested that these processes provide for the acceptance 
of project proposals from the public (4B, 13B). 
 
Response:  The process and detailed restoration plans will all be the subject of public 
comment.  The early restoration proposal process will involve a solicitation of proposals from 
the eligible entities and the process plan will indicate how interested parties may become 
involved in the development of the detailed restoration plan. 
 

 Five comments expressed concerns about and suggest changes related to assuring future 
funding decisions are based on detailed restoration plans. 

 
 Three comments emphasized the importance of/priority for the development of the 

detailed restoration plan and express concern about the depletion of the UCFRB 
Restoration Fund as a result of early restoration before a detailed restoration plan is 
completed (7F, 17D, 18C).  Two of these comments suggested limiting expenditures to 
interest until the plan is completed (17D, 18C). 

 
 One comment recommended that the detailed restoration plans for aquatic and 

terrestrial resources guide all future funding, including early restoration proposals, and 
that a grants program consistent with these detailed plans be reestablished once they are 
completed (9D). 

 
 One comment expressed a concern that, absent a comprehensive restoration plan, the 

State cannot meet its trustee duty to ensure expenditures are the most efficient and 
effective use of the UCFRB Restoration Fund (15D). 

 
Response:  The TRC judged these concerns to be adequately addressed and mitigated with the 
revised language of the 11-8-11 Proposed Final TRC Proposal that requires the early 
restoration proposals to be located in the aquatic and terrestrial injured resource areas for which 
the State made restoration claims or in the priority areas identified in the State’s aquatic and 
terrestrial priority plans referenced above. 
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Attachment 1. List of Commenters 
 

NRDP 
Comment # First Name Last Name Company City

1 T.J. Laviolette

2 Pat Munday Walkerville

3 Powell County Commissioners Deer Lodge

4 Mary Ann Fraley Deer Lodge Mayor Deer Lodge

5 John Hollenback Watershed Restoration Coalition Deer Lodge

6 Milo Manning Greenway Service District Butte

7 Missoula County Commissioners Missoula

8 John Hollenback

9 Bruce Farling MT Trout Unlimited Missoula

10 Matt Vincent Butte

11 Matt Vincent CFWEP/MT Tech Butte

12 Fritz Daily Butte

13 Kathy Hadley CFRTAC Deer Lodge

14 Rose Nyman Anaconda

15 E. T. Bud Moran Confederated Salishand Kootenai Tribes Pablo

16 Brian Holland Project Green Butte

17 Christine Brick Clark Fork Coalition Missoula

18 Grant Kier Five Valleys Land Trust Missoula

19 Anaconda Deer Lodge County Board of Commissioners Anaconda

20-63 various members of the public, listed in detail separately

64 Butte-Silver Bow Council of Commissioners Butte

65 UCFRB Advisory Council

66 Mick Ringsak
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